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T H E  B I G  P I T C H

" T H E  B I G  P I T C H "  I S  A
C O N T E M P O R A R Y  P A R A B L E  O N  T H E
D A N G E R S  O F  S O C I A L  M E D I A
A D D I C T I O N .  T H E  S T O R Y  F O L L O W S
M A R C  A N D  P E T E R ,  T W O  Y O U N G
E N T R E P R E N E U R S  O N  T H E  C U S P  O F
G R E A T N E S S  -  O R  D I S A S T E R  -  W I T H  A
U N I Q U E  N E W  A P P  T H E Y ' V E
D E V E L O P E D :  S P O T L I G H T .  W I T H  T H E I R
P A R T N E R S H I P  O N  A  K N I F E ' S  E D G E ,
T H E Y  P R E P A R E  F O R  T H E  S I N G L E
B I G G E S T  P I T C H  T H E Y ' L L  E V E R  M A K E
T O  A  G R O U P  O F  H U N G R Y  V E N T U R E
C A P I T A L I S T S .

English | Drama |17m 38s | Digital | 2.4:1| 2022 | USA
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"The Big Pitch" is a dramatic short film, telling the
story of two college entrepreneurs gearing up for
the pitch of their lives. Our fast flowing, hard-
hitting story takes place in Manhattan, New York
—the center of the financial world. Where a
million dreams are born and die every day, rising
and falling like tickers on the New York Stock
Exchange. Our main characters Peter and Marc
have just created a revolutionary app, and soon
find themselves staring down the barrel of a
million dollar choice—take the money but
abandon their ethics, or turn it down and start
again.
       The conflict at the center of "The Big Pitch"
orbits around an ethical disagreement over their
new app's addictive nature. Peter has seemingly
developed a piece of code that creates the most
effective user engagement metrics on the
market, a software that would have children and
adults alike spending hours scrolling mindlessly
through their phones, addicted to the way in
which the app responds to their engagement.
Marc, a young shark in the making, knows this is
their greatest selling point—dollar signs light his
eyes. Peter, the code maestro and the more
reserved of the two, struggles with the fact that
he may have created a monster in the form of an
algorithm—and worries that Marc's power-
hungry nature will upend their friendship on the
eve of pitching their app concept to the dynamic
Powers Venture Capital firm.

The script, written by Alex Morsanutto ("Hi-
Glow Retro" "The Ever changing World of Kid
Super") and Robert Enriquez, is a strong,
didactic piece of storytelling in the hard-
hitting vein of Aaron Sorkin or David Mamet.
For his final New York Film Academy project,
Robert wanted to create a film that explores
contemporary phone addiction, the
shortening of attention spans, and the
hunger for a fast, cheap, and unlimited
supply of content that feeds our unrelenting
dopamine dependency.
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DIRECTORS STATEMENT

I was sitting in my windowless Manhattan apartment trying to finish the 5th or 6th
rewrite of an experimental script that would ultimately be my thesis at New York Film
Academy. Bleary-eyed from staring at my phone, I decided to take a break from writing
and turn to something that might feed my mind. After perusing for a bit, I stumbled
upon Jeff Orlowsji’s documentary, “The Social Dilemma.” The film looks at the concepts
around the addictive nature of social media platforms, something I think we all worry
about in the back of our minds.

As the film's credits rolled, I sat on the couch thinking about how often I bring my phone
within a foot of my face, and let its LEDs burn my retinas. As the film’s message rolled
around in my head, I realized that since I was 11 years old I have been compulsively
checking my social media, utterly compelled to reach for my phone whenever a
conversation or hangout lulled, and feel a sense of fear and anxiety when my phone is
inaccessible. I was totally programmed by my stimuli, and it got me thinking deeply
about it’s presence in my life.

One of the first lessons you’re taught when you take up writing for film is “write what
you know.” As the documentary lingered in my mind, I realized this is something I know
intimately—the compulsion and need to constantly be tapped into my social feeds,
receiving that dopamine hit from engagement and likes, and always glued to my phone.
So I challenged myself to base my thesis around something I felt the need to talk about
and quickly teamed up with writer Alex Morsanutto to begin work on the story that
would become “The Big Pitch,” my directorial debut. 

I wanted the film to center on the ethical choice a tech company makes when deciding
just how addictive to make their app, knowing full well that social media is a root cause
of depression, loss of productivity, and rising suicide rates in teens. Having been raised
with social media as a formative part of my life, I wanted “Pitch” to say something about
this dilemma. I hope the film makes people think about the choices that these
companies are making for us, often at our detriment, and see how manipulative the
forces behind their favorite pastime can be to their health, mentally, emotionally, and
physically.

 



OUR CAST+CREW



DIRECTOR

ROBERT ENRIQUEZ

Robert is a 21-year old filmmaker from Minnesota. This film marks the end of
Robert's time at The New York Film Academy, which he moved to New York
City at 19 to attend. Having graduated, Robert has begun his journey into
New York's Independent film scene as a filmmaker. When not developing a
project of his own, Robert works as a Producer, and 1st Assistant Director. 

Eager to continue his narrative directing career, Robert has begun the
development of his first feature. He hopes to complete this film before he
turns 25.

PRODUCER

MAX GARDNER 

Max is the co-founder of A+M Creative, an independent full-service
storytelling and video production shop based in Brooklyn and Hudson, New
York. Recent projects include the genre-bending sci-fi thriller "Go/Don't Go,"
and several independent shorts and documentaries. 

CINMATOGRAPHER

WALEED SOKKAR

Born in Cairo, Egypt. Waleed grew up between the Middle East & Europe
developing a love for film & cinematography from a young age.

 
In his early twenties Waleed moved to New York to study cinematography at the
School of Visual Arts & has been working as Director of Photography ever since

Waleed is based in NY, but works as a Director of Photography worldwide.
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 AS PETER WILSON

RYAN O'DELL

A Sarasota, Florida native, Ryan O'Dell attended Booker High School's
renowned high school theatre training program to nurture his early
passion of the arts. Studying voice, theatre, and dance his was quickly
recognized with Best Actor nods at various state competitions.

 
Moving to New York City to continue his training at Pace University,
Ryan performed onstage as well as films - in productions ranging from
Shakespeare to cutting edge new media. Short film credits include
"Order Up!", "Change for Change" and "The Big Pitch".

AS MARC SANDBERG

LOUIS GRIFFIN

Louis Griffin is a New York City based actor. In NYC he originated the
role of Clark in We Are The Tigers (Off-Broadway), he also led the
National Tour of Rodgers and Hammerstein’s Cinderella as Prince
Topher. He has worked at regional theaters across the country, most
recently playing Jack Kelly in Newsies at Casa Manana in Fort Worth,
Texas and can be seen as Ax in the punk-rock rom-com Lily Darling. He
is a CCM alum and repped by DGRW Inc.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1GE_M9s8HzFnidFgCLW9iiZHwwpbjgE3Y?usp=sharing
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SAM ZARRIN
EDITOR

Sam is an experienced and sought-after editor who recently made the jump
from the major post-houses to start his own post-production collective,
LEGION POST. Credits Include: Synchrony Bank, Marvel Studios, Ralph
Lauren and several award-winning short films and music videos.

PRODUCTION DESIGNER

An accomplished scenic and production designer. Ant is interested in
exploring the relationship between characters and the environment,
involving the audience's participation immersively in storytelling. 

Coming from a different culture and background of literature, her approach
to design is interdisciplinary and inclusive.

 

YI-HSUAN (ANT) MA

ALEXANDER ARNTZEN

Alexander Arntzen is an award winning Film Composer & Singer/Songwriter
of multiple genres, styles, and mediums. His latest projects include original
music for feature films Last Man Down (Netflix Top 10 Movies), Initiation
(2020 SXSW Film Festival), & Unmothered (HBO Max). He has also enjoyed
being an integral part of doing additional music on 3 Animated TV Series
including one Original for Netflix.

COMPOSER

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1GE_M9s8HzFnidFgCLW9iiZHwwpbjgE3Y?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1GE_M9s8HzFnidFgCLW9iiZHwwpbjgE3Y?usp=sharing
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ROBERT ENRIQUEZ DIRECTOR / WRITER/ PRODUCER

MAX GARDNER PRODUCER

ALEX KNAPP 1ST AD / PRODUCER

WALEED SOKKAR CINAMATOGRPHER

ALEX MORSANUTTO WRITER

ANT MA PRODUCTION DESIGNER

DAN WANG COSTUME DESIGNER

ANDREW VECCHIO 1ST ASSISTANT CAMERA

GRAY SCOTT-SIMPSON 2ND ASSISTANT CAMERA

SARAH VISINA HAIR AND MAKEUP

TIM PERDOCH ON SET SOUND

BEN RUMMANS GAFFER

PEPE CUART KEY GRIP

TUCKER ARRON SET PA / BTS

YASMEEN PURVIS SET PA

 JACQUI GHARBIN SET PA

FULL  CREDITS

SHOOTING CREW

SAM ZARRIN EDITOR

JAMIE O'BRADOVICH COLORIST

DEAN WHITE POST MIX / SFX

ALEXANDER ARNTZEN COMPOSER

TOM DONELLY VFX SUPERVISOR

 OLEKSANDR MAKSYM VFX ARTIST

EUGENE GONZALES VFX ARTIST

POST -PRODUCTION TEAM

RYAN O'DELL PETER WILSON

LOUIS GRIFFIN MARC SANDBERG

JON SPANO MR. WEINSTEIN

DAVID GIBBS CARL POWERS

MIKE SANTOSUSSO DEAN SANDBERG

JO LAWRENCE SARAH

CHRIS RONIN DANIEL

SAM JAIKARAN SANDRA

GABBY HUGGINS GRACE THE SECRETARY

ROB RESNICK BUSINESSMAN 

CAST

Our team is mainly comprised of newcomers and
students, with several experienced industry

members in our mix. We come from all walks of
life, from all over the world, brought together in

the New York independent film scene. We've
dedicated our lives to filling theaters with intimate
and moving stories and are having a great time

doing it!  - Robert
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ROBERTS
Q+A

 Apart from the "standard nightmares", I found the blocking
and shot listing of the climax pitch meeting most challenging.
6 actors sitting at a table talking for 7 pages. I decided 19
shots were needed to both keep the viewer engaged, and hold
the emotional arc we had been building. In order to get these
19 shots in the few hours we had, we didn't shoot any
coverage- which is to say we never shot the same actor saying
the same lines from two separate angles. Shooting this way
was very stressful. Not only because if we missed a shot we
would have an incomplete scene, but because even with all
our shots in the can, we would have no leeway in the edit. I'm
happy to say we got the shots and the edit went as planned. 

In film school you learn to how to shoot things for cheap.
Unfortunately this cheap style tends to result in a film shot
entirely at the park. I knew I was aiming to make something
that felt expensive- something with interesting camera
movement, background actors, several locations and so on.   
    Thankfully my producer Max Gardner and I were able to put
together a convincing fundraising campaign on Seed&Spark.
We raised over $10k in less than two weeks, much to our own
astonishment. This  additional financing, mixed with my savings
and some money gifted from grandma, made filming possible.
I'm extremely grateful for all of our donors - be sure to look for
their names in the films credits!  

Yes, we shot during the pandemic. In fact, the pandemic was
a thing for most of my time in film school. We took extreme
percussion, making special floor plans, posting signs, and
having PPE at the ready. At that point the various film guilds
and unions had come out with their set safety requirements for
pandemic filming, and we followed them strictly.  
     I did however get extremely sick on our second day of
shooting. My couching, sneezing, and itchy eyes became
extremely concerning to everyone on set. Was this the end?
The filming over? Do we all need to quarantine? 
    We had the next day off, and my cousin - set PA Tucker
Aaron - was kind enough to run around New York gathering
over the counter cold medications. Many pills and 4 negative
covid tests later I was back on set to finish the film. Our
apartment looked like a pharmacy. All in all, just a bad cold!

What was your biggest challenge while
filming? 

Where'd your funding come from? 

Did you film during the pandemic? If so how
did you keep the set safe?

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1GE_M9s8HzFnidFgCLW9iiZHwwpbjgE3Y?usp=sharing
https://seedandspark.com/fund/the-big-pitch#story
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CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD PHOTOS AND POSTER 

CONTACT:

Director-
Robert Enriquez
Email: Robertenriquezfilms@gmail.com
Phone: (+1) 952 567-3817

Producer- 
Max Gardner
Email: info@amcreative.nyc
Phone: (+1) 203 803-8575
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